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Abstract

Modern transformer-based Large Language Models (LLMs)
are constructed with a series of decoder blocks. Each block
comprises three key components: (1) QKV generation, (2)
multi-head attention, and (3) feed-forward networks. In
batched processing, QKV generation and feed-forward
networks involve compute-intensive matrix-matrix mul-
tiplications (GEMM), while multi-head attention requires
bandwidth-heavy matrix-vector multiplications (GEMV).
Machine learning accelerators like TPUs or NPUs are
proficient in handling GEMM but are less efficient for GEMV
computations. Conversely, Processing-in-Memory (PIM)
technology is tailored for efficient GEMV computation, while
it lacks the computational power to handle GEMM effectively.

Inspired by this insight, we proposeNeuPIMs, a heteroge-
neous acceleration system that jointly exploits a conventional
GEMM-focused NPU and GEMV-optimized PIM devices.
The main challenge in efficiently integrating NPU and PIM
lies in enabling concurrent operations on both platforms,
each addressing a specific kernel type. First, existing PIMs
typically operate in a “blocked” mode, allowing only either
NPU or PIM to be active at any given time. Second, the
inherent dependencies between GEMM and GEMV in LLMs
restrict their parallel processing. To tackle these challenges,
NeuPIMs is equipped with dual row buffers in each bank,
facilitating the simultaneous management of memory
read/write operations and PIM commands. Further,NeuPIMs
employs a runtime sub-batch interleaving technique to
maximize concurrent execution, leveraging batch parallelism
to allow two independent sub-batches to be pipelined within
a singleNeuPIMs device. Our evaluation demonstrates that
compared to GPU-only, NPU-only, and a naïve NPU+PIM
integrated acceleration approaches, NeuPIMs achieves 3×,
2.4× and 1.6× throughput improvement, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) are being widely deployed
across various sectors such as natural language understand-
ing [9, 12, 27, 67, 80, 85, 86], content generation [13, 57, 73, 74],
and decision support [51]. However, a key challenge with
these models is the substantial resource requirement they
impose - both memory and compute. This paper specifically
addresses the inference challenges in contemporary LLMs,
with an emphasis on models like GPT4 [67] and LLaMA [80].

The algorithmic commonality of these state-of-the-art
LLMs is that their model architecture constitutes a stack of
decoder blocks. As illustrated in Figure 1(a), each block is
structured around three primary layers: (1) Query-Key-Value
(QKV) generation, (2) Multi-Head Attention (MHA), and (3)
Feed-Forward Networks (FFNs). For efficient computation
of these blocks, a prevalent strategy is batching multiple
inference requests. Batching allows QKV generation and
feed-forward layers to reuseweights acrossmultiple requests,
resulting in GEneral Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) oper-
ations between weight and activation matrices. Conversely,
the multi-head attention layer requires multiplication
between activation matrices and activation vectors with no
data reuse opportunity, leading to GEneral Matrix-Vector
Multiplication (GEMV) operations.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3620666.3651380
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Figure 1. (a) Mathematical components of decoder blocks that constitute LLMs, (b) NPU-only baseline accelerator equipped
with non-PIMmemory (e.g., GPU), (c) NPU+PIM integrated baseline accelerator, and (d) the proposedNeuPIMs accelerator.

Overall, LLM inference involves the computation of
numerous large-scale GEMMs and GEMVs. To address this
computational demand, a common practice is to utilize
high-performance machine learning (ML) accelerators, such
as GPUs and TPUs. In this paper, we will refer to these ML
accelerators as Neural Processing Units (NPUs). NPUs are
often optimized for compute-intensive tasks, particularly for
the efficient execution of GEMMs. However, their utility for
GEMVs is less optimal due to the latter’s lower arithmetic
intensity, which leads to under-utilization of the NPU’s
computational resources. On the other hand, Processing-
in-Memory (PIM) technology [6, 7, 10, 14–16, 19–26, 29–
31, 33, 35–40, 43, 44, 46, 47, 49, 53, 59, 64, 68, 70, 82, 83, 88],
while not as effective for GEMMs, shows promise for the
bandwidth-intensive GEMV operations.

To this end, this work proposesNeuPIMs, a novel heteroge-
neous acceleration system for batched inference of LLMs.We
architectNeuPIMs such that it effectively balances the utiliza-
tion of memory bandwidth and computational resources of
the system to improve the overall inference throughput.Ne-
uPIMs jointly exploits (1) a conventional GEMM-centric NPU
using a 2D cluster of multiple systolic arrays and (2) a multi-
tudeofGEMV-friendlyprocessing-in-memory (PIM) accelera-
tors. In designingNeuPIMs, we identify twomajor challenges:
• Microarchitectural Challenge: Current PIMs operate in
a “blocked” mode, preventing the simultaneous execution
of NPU and PIM. This serialization leads to an inherent
under-utilization of resources.
• Algorithmic Challenge: In LLM decoder block, GEMM
and GEMV operations have a data dependency. This
algorithmic limitation fundamentally limits the possibility
of parallel NPU+PIM computations.
NeuPIMs addresses the aforementioned challenges by

taking a hardware-algorithm co-design approach and makes
the following contributions:
(1) Microarchitectural Contribution: To facilitate
NPU+PIM parallel execution, NeuPIMs introduces a
modified PIM bank architecture that enables regular memory
accesses to occur concurrently with GEMV operations within
the PIM. This is achieved by employing distinct row buffers
for these two functionalities, hereafter referred to as dual
row buffers. Dual row buffers leverage the property of DRAM

where multiple rows can be activated independently without
affecting functionality. This further requires handling and
scheduling of mixed commands for memory access and
PIM operation at the memory controllers without violating
DRAM timing parameters. To do so,NeuPIMs strategically
intersperses the two types of commands, minimizing row ac-
tivation delays. Additionally, a few composite commands are
appended to thebaselinePIMISA,performingmultipleGEMV
operations and thereby amortizing the controlling cost.
(2) Algorithmic Contribution: To enable parallel
executions of GEMM and GEMV operators within the
decoder block, we introduce the sub-batch interleaving
technique, which concurrently processes two sub-batch
inference computations on the NeuPIMs system. As the
two sub-batches are independent of each other, it is possible
to parallelize the execution of GEMM operations from one
sub-batch with GEMV operations from another sub-batch.
This approach creates avenues for simultaneous executions,
enhancing overall efficiency. With sub-batch interleaving,
NeuPIMs aims to balance the workload between GEMM
and GEMV operations effectively. To balance the pipeline
of sub-batches, we estimate mappings from sequence lengths
to the MHA execution latency on the PIM. This information
allows NeuPIMs to partition a given batch such that it
balances the total sum of sequence lengths in the sub-batches.
Combining the proposed microarchitectural and algorith-

mic innovations,NeuPIMs achieves high utilization on both
NPU and PIM accelerators, thus offering significant through-
put improvement over NPU-only and naïve NPU+PIM
integrated baselines. Figure 1(b)-(d) visualizes the operator-
accelerator mappings on NPU and/or PIM, along with their
utilization trends for a shortwindow in the execution runtime.

We evaluate the effectiveness of NeuPIMs using 4 variants
of GPT3, a state-of-the-art LLM, with varying sizes. The eval-
uation utilizes real-world LLM inference datasets, ShareGPT
and Alpaca, both accompanied by input and output sequence
length information. We develop theNeuPIMs simulator1 by
integratinganopen-sourceNPUsimulator,ONNXim[3],with
our in-house PIM simulator built on DRAMsim3 [50]. Our ex-
perimental results report that compared to an NPU-only and
a naïve NPU+PIM integrated baseline accelerators,NeuPIMs

1Our simulator is available at https://github.com/casys-kaist/NeuPIMs.

https://github.com/casys-kaist/NeuPIMs
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Figure 2.Model architecture and inference in LLMs.
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Figure 3.Operators in a LLM decoder block.

achieves2.4×and1.6× throughput improvement, respectively.
These significant throughput gains are attributed to the im-
proved resource utilization ofNPU andPIM from28% and 17%
to 65% and 26%, respectively. These compelling advantages
highlight thatNeuPIMs effectively overcome the limitations
of existing solutions and take an effective initial step towards
the practical deployment of PIM for LLM inference scenarios.

2 Background

2.1 Computational Characteristics of LLM Inference

Model architecture and execution of LLMs. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the model architecture that all state-of-the-art large
language models share [9, 18, 61, 78, 80, 86]. This illustration
serves as a recurring example throughout the paper. For an
input prompt (e.g., "I think this"), the model undergoes an
summarization phase, encoding the input to establish context
for the subsequent generation phase. In the generation
phase, the model produces tokens one at each iteration in
an autoregressive manner, using the generated key-value
projections for the next iteration. Both phases constitute
a sequence of decoder blocks, each comprising three major
layers: (1) QKV generation, (2) multi-head attention (MHA),
and (3) a set of feed-forward networks (FFNs).
Batched inference of LLMs. Computationally, the MHA
layers have significantly different characteristics than QKV
generation and FFN layers. Figure 3 denotes the example ten-
sor operations of LLMs that show (a) weight-activationmulti-
plications, and (b) activation-activation multiplications. The
computations for QKV generation and FFNs are performed
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Figure 4.Arithmetic intensities of LLM layers.

by multiplying a per-token Q/K/V activation or attention
vector with the trained weight matrices (GEMV). However,
theseGEMVoperators are transformed intoGEMMswhen (1)
they are located at the decoders in the summarization phase,
getting multiple token vectors in parallel (e.g., “I think this”)
or (2)multiple inferences are batched, further parallelizing the
computations for multiple single-token generation processes.
On the other hand, the computations forMHA layers are mul-
tiplications between twodifferent activationswhere one is for
the current token (vector), and the other is for all the tokens
before the current token (matrix), rendering a matrix-vector
multiplication (GEMV).As the activation operands are unique
for each inference request, their batching is not possible,
making the computations highly memory bandwidth-bound.
Analysis of arithmetic intensity. To better understand the
computational characteristics of LLM inference, we conduct
a roofline analysis using two GPT3 variants, GPT3-13B
and GPT3-175B. Figure 4 shows the relationship between
the arithmetic intensity (FLOPS/byte) and performance
(TFLOPS). We observe that for both models, the generation
phases are severelymemory-bound,while the summarization
phases are compute-bound. As these two phases have algo-
rithmic dependencies and occur alternately in a sequential
manner, it is fundamentally challenging to achieve high re-
source utilization using a homogeneous computing platform.
This insight motivates this work and drives us to design
a heterogeneous system that combines a compute-centric
systolic array-based NPU for GEMMs with memory-centric
Processing-in-Memory (PIM) accelerators for GEMVs.

2.2 LLM Inference Serving

As there is a massive resource demand for LLMs, the de-facto
practice is to build large-scale inference serving frameworks
such as DeepSpeed [8], Orca [84] and vLLM [41]. These
frameworks offer inference services for customer requests
(i.e., prompts), which enables batching.
Selective batching. In general, batching is an effective
method for neural network inference to improve resource
utilization, while not sacrificing the latency requirement.
However, MHA layers pose a challenge as they do not allow
batching. This presents a difficulty for hyperscalers dealing
with numerous customer requests while operating within
limited compute resources. To address this, a recent work,
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Orca [84], proposes a solution where attention layers are
individually computed,whileQKVgeneration and FFN layers
are batched. This approach allows the system to still benefit
from batching when possible; otherwise, it serializes the
computation. This unique algorithmic property necessitates
the simultaneous computations of GEMM and GEMV, which
is the main motivation for this work.
Iteration level scheduling. Inference serving system re-
ceives requests in a streaming fashionwithout a deterministic
schedule. Therefore, there is a need for a parallelization ap-
proach that can efficiently process the non-deterministically
collected set of inference requests. Orca [84] additionally
proposes to schedule batched inference at the beginning of
every iteration. This allows new inference requests to be
added to and terminated requests to be removed from the
batch. Consequently, newly arrived requests do not need to
wait until the generation phase for an already-started batch
is terminated. This approach can significantly reduce the
average latency for inference serving.NeuPIMs is built upon
this scheduling technique, and thus, it manages the inference
requests at the iteration boundaries.
Memory paging for attention. vLLM [41] is another
recent effort to enhance the resource utilization of LLM
inference serving systems, with a specific focus on memory
management. As discussed in Section 2.1, theQKVgeneration
layer produces KV cache, the input for the attention layers
that can be reused in the generation phases. Leveraging this
opportunity, LLM inference systems cache the KV projections
in the memory, the size of which can be significant when the
sequence length becomes large. vLLM introduces memory
paging for this cacheddata, ensuring that a significant amount
of memory is not pre-allocated long before its actual use.Ne-
uPIMs employs the vLLM’s paging technique, implementing
the page-based memory allocation mechanism for KV cache,
which effectively increases the batch size significantly.

It is worthwhile to note that NeuPIMs is designed to be
deployed on an inference serving system that incorporates all
of these aforementioned techniques.

3 Motivation

This section provides themotivation that underlies the design
decisions of NeuPIMs. First, we identify problems of the
existing GPU-based LLM inference serving systems, which
motivates the NPU-PIM heterogeneous approach. Then, we
will discuss the limitations of naïve NPU-PIM integration
approach, defining the target research challenges of thiswork.

3.1 GPU-based LLM Inference Serving

Particularly for LLMs, as they require a lot of memory, it is
a common practice to deploy them on a cluster of multiple
GPUs [1, 2, 8, 17, 63], leveraging pipeline parallelism [28, 60]
and/or tensor parallelism [61, 87].
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Under-utilization of the GPU system. We analyze a
GPU-equipped baseline system to understand the utilization
of compute, memory, and bandwidth for LLM inference. We
compare systems with NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 24GB and
NVIDIAA100 40GB, running four different LLMmodels: GPT-
NeoX, LLaMa2, OPT, andMPT. Figure 5 presents the utiliza-
tion results along with the layer-wise variations as error bars.
The figure illustrates that the capacity utilization closely ap-
proaches 100% despite the inherent imperfections in the paral-
lelization schemes. This observation is intuitive as thenumber
of GPUs used is determined based on the capacity constraints.
However, the utilization of computational resources is consis-
tently lower than 40%, which shows the cost-ineffectiveness
of GPU-based LLM inference systems. This under-utilization
is attributed to insufficient bandwidth, despite A100s being
equipped with HBM, providing an aggregate of 1,555 GB/s.
Unfortunately, this imbalance is inevitable as long as serial
dependencies between GEMMs and GEMVs persist.

3.2 A Naïve NPU-PIMApproach

A straightforward approach to resolve this bandwidth
bottleneck is to exploit the Processing-in-Memory (PIM)
technology, which allows offloading the bandwidth-bound
computations to its in-memory accelerator. Thus, we design a
naïvely integrated NPU-PIM accelerator, exploiting a systolic
array architecture for the NPU and incorporating a state-of-
the-artPIM-basedGEMVaccelerator,Newton[25].Weuse the
same methodology as in Section 3.1, where we replace GPUs
with a standard NPU-PIM integrated device. The detailed
hardware and system simulation methodology are described
in Section 8. Figure 6 presents the compute utilization of
NPU and PIM for running different layers in the LLM decoder
blocks. The results show thatwhileNPU is busy runningQKV
generation, projection, and FFN layers, PIM utilization stays
at zero. On the other hand, NPU utilization becomes almost
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zero when PIM is running the MHA layers. Consequently,
the combined utilization of NPU and PIM, when measured
across the entire execution time, is less than 40% for both.
Necessity of concurrent NPU and PIM executions. The
observed under-utilization is primarily due to the fundamen-
tal limitation in PIM’s microarchitecture that disallows the
concurrent execution of host (NPU) and PIM units, which
serializes the disjoint resource usages. Consequently, the
most critical challenge in realizing the practical use of PIM in
NPU accelerators is enabling their parallel executions. This
research problem constitutes the focus of this work.

4 Overview of NeuPIMs
Figure 7 illustrates theoverviewof theproposedNeuPIMs sys-
tem. This system alleviates the low resource utilization of an
LLM inference serving system. To achieve this goal,NeuPIMs
comprises: (1) an NPU equipped with systolic arrays, vector
processing units, and multiple HBM-based PIM channels that
collaboratively process the batched inference requests, and
(2) a scheduler that partitions an inference batch into two sub-
batches and leverages sub-batch parallelism to enable their
interleaved executions for enhancedNPU-PIMparallelization.
Note that NPU in theNeuPIMs device is a general representa-
tion of anyMLaccelerator such as TPU [34] and is not the con-
tributionof thiswork. In thispaper,weproposeanovelacceler-
ator integrating PIMwith NPU and the corresponding sched-
uling strategy. First, we provide an overview of the system.
1 NeuPIMs system. This system comprises a host CPU,
multiple NeuPIMs devices (i.e., NPU+PIM accelerators),
and multiple standalone NPUs connected through a high-
bandwidth interconnect such as PCIe and CXL. As the
summarization phase is entirely composed ofGEMMs,we del-
egate its computation to the standaloneNPUs,whileNeuPIMs
focuseson the computationof thegenerationphase.While the
diagramvisualizes a single-nodeNeuPIMs system, the system
can scale to multiple nodes, which will be discussed in more
detail in Section 7.As in typical inference serving systems, our
system receives the LLM inference requests in a streaming
fashion. The requests are assigned to a PIM channel and

queued in the request pool table until the on-going iteration is
completed and a new iteration commences for the execution.
2 NeuPIMs accelerator.We extend the design of standard
PIM to supportNeuPIMs LLM inferencing strategy. The bank
architecture is expanded to include dual row buffers—one
for PIM execution and the other for regular memory accesses,
as illustrated in Figure 8. The dual row buffer architecture
enables the NPU to perform memory read/write accesses
on the bank rows that are not currently in use for PIM
computations. This segregation is regulated by memory
controllers to ensure that multiple activations are not issued
over the same bank row (Section 5).
3 NeuPIMs scheduling algorithm. Our prototype
NeuPIMs accelerator has 32 HBM-based PIM channels, each
of which is controlled by its own memory controller. The
memory controllers manage the interleaving of memory
read/write commands and PIM commands in a way that
the inter-command timing delays are not violated, while
maximizing the control path throughput. Effective interleav-
ing is critical for performance since it directly affects the
concurrent executions of NPU and PIM (Section 6).
4 NeuPIMs compiler framework. NeuPIMs compiler
framework is the frontend where the system admin provides
the desired LLM and system specifications. The syntax
of LLM specification largely resembles ONNX [58]. Upon
receiving the specification, the compiler translates the model
configuration into operations, each of which is represented
as an intermediate representation (IR). For the given IR, our
compiler produces NPU and NeuPIMs instruction binaries
(i.e., Compute and MEM/PIM access instructions). This
process involves adjusting tile sizes and the sequence of
instructions to align with theNeuPIMs system specification.

5 NeuPIMsArchitecture
5.1 PIMMicroarchitecture for Concurrent Execution

Single row buffer for PIM-based accelerator. Figure 8(a)
depicts the high-level architecture of PIM-based GEMV
accelerators that utilize banks equipped with a single row
buffer. For a GEMV, the vector operand is first located in the
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global buffer shared across all banks in a channel. On the
contrary, the rows of matrix operand are read frommultiple
banks simultaneously, exploiting bank-level parallelism,
and located at their corresponding row buffers. When the
operands are ready, the parallel multipliers and adder tree
perform a partial dot-product by reading the broadcast vector
input from the global buffer and per-bank row buffers.
Limitation of current PIM-based GEMV accelerators.

Current PIM accelerators [25, 35, 49] operate in a “blocked”
mode, preventing the simultaneous executions of NPU2 and
PIM. This limitation arises primarily because the memory
bank utilizes a single row buffer that serves two purposes:
read/write memory operations and PIM acceleration specif-
ically for GEMV. These modes are managed sequentially,
making it impossible to perform simultaneous executions.
While this constraint does not significantly impact PIM
system’s performance for sole execution of GEMV, it becomes
pertinent for LLM inferencing that requires both GEMM and
GEMV operations. Addressing this issue, our work aims to
facilitate the parallel execution of both modes within the PIM
framework. This advancement is expected to significantly
enhance performance in LLM inferencing applications, un-
locking the full potential of PIMbeyond its current limitations.
Extending PIM with dual row buffers. Figure 8(b)
delineates the microarchitecture of NeuPIMs bank. The
memory banks of NeuPIMs are equipped with dual row
buffers, namely MEM row buffer and PIM row buffer, which
are associated with two independent data paths. Memory
(MEM) row buffer is exclusively used for regular memory
read/write accesses, whereas PIM row buffer is employed for
GEMVoperation. In designingNeuPIMs, our design principle
is to minimize the microarchitectural modification since the
complication would impose significant area and power costs,
lowering the practicality in the real-world system. Instead,
we delegate the complications to the command interface and
memory control mechanism, which will be elaborated below.
For prototyping and evaluating NeuPIMs, we choose an

industry-developed PIM accelerator designed for GEMV,
Newton [25]. However, note that the proposed techniques
in this work are not bounded to the Newton architecture,
rather applicable to any GEMV accelerator that follows the
standard DRAMmicroarchitecture and command interface.

5.2 Memory Command Interface

Existing command interface for PIM-based GEMV.

We develop the NeuPIMs device using a PIM accelerator
with a modified command interface on top of the existing
DRAM standard interface. There are four commands that
collaboratively operate the PIM. First, to process GEMV in
PIM banks, NeuPIMs must copy the operand vector to a
global vector buffer shared by the banks within a channel.

2Henceforth in this paper, “NPU” refers exclusively to the device integrated
withinNeuPIMs, setting it apart from any standalone NPUs.
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Figure 8.Microarchitecture of memory banks in (a) existing
PIM accelerators with single row buffer banks, and (b) the
proposedNeuPIMswith dual row buffer banks.
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Table 1. List of NeuPIMs commands.

Command Description

PIM_HEADER Configure a GEMV operation
PIM_GEMV Perform 𝑘 dot-products and read the results

PIM_PRECHARGE Precharge PIM row buffer

NeuPIMs perform this operation using the PIM_GWRITE
command, which copies a specific row of a particular bank to
the global vector buffer. Similarly, it needs another command
to activate the rows of the operand matrix into PIM row
buffers across the banks. For this, the host produces grouped
activation commands, called “PIM_ACTIVATION”, which
activate PIM row buffers of multiple banks simultaneously,
usually for 4 banks at a time due to the power constraints
(i.e., tFAW). Once all the banks are activated, the host sends
“PIM_DOTPRODUCT” command that performs parallelized
dot-product computation, extracting massively larger
in-memory bandwidth than host-memory bandwidth. Finally,
the “PIM_RDRESULT” command transfers the accumulated
results to the host, ending a round of GEMV operation in PIM.
NeuPIMs command interface.Wemodify the command
interface of baseline PIM by augmenting three additional
commands that support new capabilities forNeuPIMs.
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• PIM_HEADER: This command allows varying
dimensionalities of GEMV operation. Existing PIM
accelerators have a rigid architecture supporting a
GEMVwith fixed dimensionalities, and therefore, the
GEMV’s execution latency is deterministic. This prop-
erty allows the memory controller to deterministically
schedule the PIM commands without violating the
DRAM refresh intervals. However, asNeuPIMs targets
the GEMV operations of LLM’s MHA layers, its dimen-
sionality varies depending on the sequence length, and
thus, thememory controller has nomeans to accurately
calculate the latency, which may lead to DRAM refresh
in the middle of PIM execution. To address this issue,
NeuPIMs allows the software to initialize a GEMV
execution by sending the PIM_HEADER command,
which delivers the dimensionality information of
scheduled GEMV operation. This way, the memory
controller is able to estimate the end-to-end latency
of GEMV operation and schedule its constituent
commands without conflicting with the DRAM refresh.
• PIM_GEMV: The GEMV operation in existing PIM
is controlled by a series of PIM_DOTPRODUCT com-
mands, and the result is read using the PIM_RDRESULT
commands, as depicted in Figure 9(a). This fine-grained
control approach naturally results in substantial
command traffic in the memory C/A bus. While this
is not an issue for PIM that operates in a blocked mode,
it becomes a significant concern for NeuPIMs that
operate two functionalities in parallel. PIM_GEMV
is a composite command that controls multiple
dot-products simultaneously, and at the end, returns
the result back to the host NPU. Figure 9(b) shows an
example timeline that shows the reduced command
traffic by PIM_GEMV. The number of dot-products, 𝑘 ,
is given as an argument for the command.
• PIM_PRECHARGE:As theNeuPIMs banks have dual
row buffers, there is a need for an additional command
that specifically precharges the PIM row buffers once
the GEMV is completed. PIM_PRECHARGE is the
same as the regular PRECHARGE command except
that it triggers precharge of the PIM row buffer.

5.3 Memory Controller

For NeuPIMs, we have multiple channels, each of which
has multiple PIM banks. The LLM requests are assigned
to one of these channels, with the MHA layer execution
for each request being distributed across the channel’s
multiple PIM banks. The memory controllers located in their
respective PIM channels are equipped with their individual
PIM command queues. PIM commands are broadcast to all
banks in the corresponding channel.
Interleaved scheduling of memory read/write and

PIM commands. A challenge in the implementation of
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Figure 10. Overlapping opportunities of multi-head
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NPU-S: systolic arrays; NPU-V: vector units; 𝑁 : the number
of decoder blocks.

NeuPIMs memory controller is to interleave the memory
read/write commands and PIM commands efficiently so that
the command/address bus bandwidth does not become a
performance bottleneck.NeuPIMs prioritize PIM commands
over memory read/write commands, since the issuing delay
of PIM commands is greater than that of memory commands,
so the C/A bus bandwidth used to issue PIM commands
is relatively small, allowing both commands to be issued
without significant performance degradation.

6 NeuPIMs Scheduling
The integration of dual row buffers enables NeuPIMs
to handle NPU’s memory accesses and PIM commands
simultaneously. This section describes computation over-
lapping opportunities for multi-head attention (MHA) layer
execution and a novel request scheduling technique for
batched LLM inferencing, dubbed sub-batch interleaving.

6.1 Overlapping Opportunities inMHA Layer

Figure 10 illustrates the overlapping of (1) logit and attend
operations on PIM-side, and (2) softmax operations on NPU-
side inNeuPIMs. As operations of multi-head attention can
be decomposed to a head granularity, even naïveNPU-PIM in-
tegrated architecture should have an opportunity to harness
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both resources to overlap operations. However, it cannot take
advantage of this opportunity because operational results
cannot be transferred between PIM units and vector units
through PIM channels. In contrast,NeuPIMs, by employing
dual row buffers, can concurrently harness both NPU and
PIM. This configuration allows vector units withinNeuPIMs
to store partial logit (softmax) values without having to wait
for the completion of the entire logit operations (GEMV) on
the PIM, reducing the underutilization of integrated units.
It is worthwhile to note that this overlapping is only

possible because there is head-level parallelism, which is only
available within the multi-head attention layer. Further, the
overlapping opportunity exists only between PIM and vector
units of NPU, resulting in the NPU’s systolic arrays largely
remaining unused during the execution of the MHA layer.

6.2 Sub-batch Interleaving

Limitation of serialized executions. Figure 11(a) illus-
trates an example execution timeline of the decoder block
operations, running on a naïve NPU-PIM integrated device.
In particular, the figure depicts the algorithmic dependencies
amongQKV generation, multi-head attention, and projection
& FFNs, within the batch. Due to the dependencies, theymust
be executed serially, inevitably leading to low utilization on
both NPU and PIM.
Interleaving the two sub-batches. To tackle this challenge,
we propose sub-batch interleaving that partitions one large
batch into two sub-batches and alternate them to improve
resource utilization. Figure 11(b) delineates the sub-batch in-
terleaving technique that allows the simultaneous executions
of PIM-friendly and NPU-friendly operations within the
sub-batches on the PIM and NPU, respectively, significantly
improving the utilization of both NPU and PIM.
Comparative analysis on the execution timelines. Let
𝑁 denote the number of decoder blocks to be executed on
a single NeuPIMs device. Figure 11(a) shows that without
the use of sub-batch interleaving, the operators in each
decoder block would be executed sequentially, leading to a
total execution time equal to 𝑁 times the per decoder-block
execution time (i.e., QKV generation on NPU-S + MHA on
PIM&NPU-V + Projection & FFNs on NPU-S).
However, as depicted in Figure 11(b), sub-batch interleav-

ing effectively hides the execution times of MHA layer in the
NPU-S execution times, resulting in the total execution time
equal to (𝑁 - 1) times the per-sub-batch partial execution time
(i.e., Projection, FFNs, and QKV generation on NPU-S) plus
a single decoder-block execution time divided at the start
and end. While the interleaving occurs, the NPU and PIM
utilization is improved as their executions are effectively over-
lapped. Our empirical study demonstrates that theNeuPIMs
execution time in the interleaved period is mostly bounded
by the NPU execution time running GEMM operations,
hiding the PIM execution time for MHA layer execution.

Algorithm 1:MHA Latency Estimation
Input: 𝑠𝑒𝑞_𝑙𝑒𝑛 : Sequence length of the request
Parameter: 𝐸 : Model embedding size

𝐿𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 : GEMV latency for one PIM tile
𝐿𝐺𝑊𝑅𝐼𝑇𝐸 : GWRITE latency for global buffer
𝐸 : Model embedding size
𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑀 : DRAM page size
𝐵𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 : PIM banks per channel
𝑁ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 : Number of heads

Output: 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 : Estimated latency for MHA

1 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 ← 0;
/* GEMV latency for𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑇 ×𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 */

2 𝑁𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ← (𝑠𝑒𝑞_𝑙𝑒𝑛 / 𝐵𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 ) ∗ (𝐸 / 𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑀 ) ;
3 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 += 𝐿𝐺𝑊𝑅𝐼𝑇𝐸 ∗ (𝐸 / 𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑀 ) ;
4 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 += 𝐿𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝑁𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ;

/* GEMV latency for 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 ×𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 */

5 𝑁𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ← ((𝐸/𝑁ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 )/𝐵𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 ) ∗ ( (𝑠𝑒𝑞_𝑙𝑒𝑛/𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑀 ) ∗𝑁ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 ) ;
6 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 += 𝐿𝐺𝑊𝑅𝐼𝑇𝐸 ∗ ( (𝑠𝑒𝑞_𝑙𝑒𝑛 / 𝑃𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑀 ) ∗ 𝑁ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 ) ;
7 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴 += 𝐿𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝑁𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ;
8 return 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝐴

Challenges. For optimal exploitation of parallelism inherent
in sub-batch interleaving,NeuPIMsmust consider two key
aspects: First,NeuPIMs requires a strategic balancing of the
execution time for each sub-batch, particularly focusing on
the multi-head attention. Since the latency of multi-head
attention is determined by the channel processing the longest
sequence, we must implement load balancing across the
channels, ensuring an equitable distribution of token lengths.
This challenge is addressed through a channel load balancing
algorithm (Section 6.4). Second, NeuPIMs must ensure
similar execution times for both sub-batches for efficient
interleaved execution. The duration of each stage within
the interleaving is bound by the processing time of more
time-consuming sub-batch. For that, NeuPIMs introduces
a sub-batch partitioning algorithm (Section 6.5).

6.3 Multi-Head Attention Latency Estimation

The latency of operations running in the NPU is largely
dependent on the batch size of the inference. To apply
optimization techniques for multi-head attention, we
estimate the execution time of its operations by considering
the key-value mapping to the PIMmemory layout. Since the
vector for GEMV is shared across the banks, the matrix for
GEMV is interleaved row-wise to each banks. Consequently,
key caches at the same row and column share the same layer
and head index, with differing sequence indices. Conversely,
value caches at the same rowand column share the same layer,
head, and sequence index, interleaving each head embedding
into banks. Algorithm 1 takes thismapping into account to es-
timate the execution time of the multi-head attention latency.

6.4 GreedyMin-Load Bin Packing Algorithm.

Tominimize theexecution timediscrepancybetween themost
congested channel and the load-free channel, we developed
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Algorithm 2:GreedyMin-Load Bin Packing
Input: 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑞 : A list for sqeunce length of new requests

𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 : A list for request allocation of channels

/* Calculate each channel’s total load by applying
MHA latency estimation to each allocated request */

1 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ← [];
2 foreach 𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 in 𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 do
3 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ← 0;
4 foreach 𝑟𝑒𝑞 in 𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 do
5 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 += MHALatencyEstimation(req)
6 end

7 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 .append(𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑);
8 end

/* Allocate each request by greedy algorithm */

9 foreach𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑟𝑒𝑞 in 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑞 do

10 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = Min(𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑).index( );
11 𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 [𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ] .append(new_req);
12 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑞 = MHALatencyEstimation(new_req);
13 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 [𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ] += 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑞 ;
14 end

15 return 𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙

the channel load balancing algorithm. Algorithm 2 leverages
the aforementioned multi-head attention latency estimation
to batch requests. It initially sorts the batch of requests in
decreasing order of input token length. Then, NeuPIMs
places a request with the longest token length in the channel
with minimal load. At each iteration, it updates the estimated
latency, taking into account the newly appended request.
NeuPIMs allocate LLM inference requests to one of the

PIM channels. A PIM channel constitutes multiple PIM banks,
each of which partially executes the MHA layers of the
assigned requests. Thus, it is crucial tominimize the execution
time discrepancy between the most congested channel and
the load-free channel for load-balancing purposes. To this
end, we develop greedy min-load bin packing algorithm,
as presented in Algorithm 2. This algorithm leverages the
aforementioned multi-head attention latency estimation to
batch requests. As implied by its name, the algorithm greedily
allocates requests starting from the longest sequence length
to the least loaded PIM channel sequentially. Therefore, it
initially sorts the batch of requests in decreasing order of
input token length. Then,NeuPIMs places a request with the
longest token length in the channel with minimal load. At
each iteration, it updates the estimated latency, taking into
account the newly appended request.

6.5 Sub-batch Partitioning Algorithm

Given the dependency of NPU-friendly operations on the
batch size of inference, it is essential to maintain a balanced
size between the two sub-batches. As outlined in Algorithm 3,
the approach involves dividing the requests for each channel
into halves and appending each half to one of the sub-batches.

Algorithm 3: Sub-Batch Partitioning
Input: 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑞 : A list of active request set in each channel
Output: 𝑆𝐵1, 𝑆𝐵2 : Sub-batchs for interleaving

1 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 ← 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 ;
2 𝑆𝐵1, 𝑆𝐵2 ← [];
3 foreach 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 in 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑞 do

4 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ← Size(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙) / 2;
5 if Size(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙) % 2 != 0 then
6 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 ? ceil(𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) : floor(𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒);
7 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = !𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛;
8 end

9 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = int(𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) ;

10 𝑆𝐵1 .append(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 [: 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ]);
11 𝑆𝐵2 .append(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑙 [𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 :]);
12 end

13 return 𝑆𝐵1, 𝑆𝐵2

7 ScalingNeuPIMs System
Model parallelism, which involves partitioning model param-
eters acrossmultipleNeuPIMs devices for parallel processing,
is essential for inference tasks of LLM, due to the limited
memory capacity of NeuPIMs devices. In this section, we
will discuss the applicability of NeuPIMs systems to pipeline
parallelism and tensor parallelism, two widely used model
parallelism techniques in deep learning libraries [1, 61, 62] for
LLM inference. Note that, these model parallelism strategies
are not the contribution of this work, but this section high-
lights the adaptability of such techniques toNeuPIMs system.

7.1 Pipeline Parallelism of NeuPIMs System
Pipelineparallelisminvolvesdividing themodel layer-wise, so
that several layers ofmodel are placedona singleNeuPIMsde-
vice. To facilitate parallel processing, the batch is divided into
micro-batches corresponding to the pipeline depth, and each
device processes them in a pipelined manner. This approach
can also be applied toNeuPIMs systems in a similar manner.
When applying pipeline parallelism to the NeuPIMs

systems, the number of decoder blocks executed on a single
NeuPIMs device decreases proportionally. As mentioned
in Section 6.2, the reduced decoder blocks co-located in one
NeuPIMs device would lower the achievable performance
benefits. Furthermore, exploiting pipeline parallelism leads
to smaller batch size. Using the sub-batch interleaving
technique further reduces batch size, which would lead to
under-utilization of the NPU systolic arrays.

7.2 Tensor Parallelism of NeuPIMs System
Tensor parallelism is a parallelization approach that splits
the model tensors into multiple shards and distributes
them across devices. Multiple devices execute on their
respective model shards in parallel, the results of which are
aggregated at the end of the step. This aggregation requires
communication between devices.
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Table 2.NeuPIMs hardware specification.
NPUConfiguration HBMOrganization

Systolic Arrays/Chip 8 Banks/Bankgroup 4
Vector Units/Chip 8 Banks/Channel 32

HBMChannels/Chip 32 Frequency 1GHz
Systolic Array Size 128 x 128 Capacity/Channel 1GB
Vector Unit Size 128 x 1 Page Size 1KB

HBMTiming Parameter

tRP = 14, tRCD = 14, tRAS = 34, tRRD_L = 6, tWR = 16,
tCCD_S = 1, tCCD_L = 2, tREFI = 3900, tRFC = 260, tFAW = 30

Although the sub-batch interleaving technique increases
communication frequency twofold, the total communication
traffic remains unchanged compared to the non-partitioned
batch, resulting in only a modest overhead from communi-
cation. Moreover, the sub-batch that completes first among
the two sub-batches can engage in communication, while
the other sub-batch performs computations. This further
reduces the communication latency, mitigating the increased
communication overhead.

Inspired by the aforementioned insights, we prioritize the
exploitation of tensor parallelism over pipeline parallelism
and start employing pipeline parallelism when the model
size is too large to exclusively leverage tensor parallelism.

8 Evaluation

8.1 Methodology

Baseline. For evaluation, we compare three baseline
systems along with ourNeuPIMs system, namely GPU-only,
NPU-only, and NPU+PIM.
• GPU-only:GPU-only is a real GPU system.We conduct
experiments with an A100 40GB GPU, and we compile the
LLM batched inference workload with PyTorch [71].
• NPU-only:NPU-only represents existing NPU accelera-
tors such as TPU, without any PIM capabilities.We assume
that this baseline has the equivalent memory bandwidth
with other alternatives for fairness. Moreover, a NPU is
equipped with not only systolic array but also GPU-like
vector processing units to support non-GEMM operators.
• NPU+PIM:NPU+PIM is also a PIM-enabled NPU baseline,
which integrates existing PIM-based GEMV accelera-
tors [25] with the off-the-shelf NPU accelerator.Wemerely
map theGEMVoperations inMHA layers to the PIM,while
all the others are computed at the NPU side. We allocate
the requests to PIM channels in a round-robin manner.

Cycle-level simulation.We build theNeuPIMs simulator
on two open-source cycle-accurate simulators, ONNXim [3]
and DRAMsim3 [50]. We link the two simulators by modi-
fying the memory interface of ONNXim and offloading the
memory accesses to the PIM simulator based on DRAMsim3.
Hardware specifications.We prototypeNeuPIMs accelera-
tor using a set of hardware specifications, which are listed in
Table 2. OurNeuPIMs accelerator prototype is amulti-chiplet
design containing 8 systolic arrays, each integrated with a

Table 3. The evaluated LLM configurations.
Model # Layers #Heads d𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 # TP # PP

GPT3-7B 32 32 4096 4 1
GPT3-13B 40 40 5120 4 1
GPT3-30B 48 56 7168 4 2
GPT3-175B 96 96 12288 8 4

SIMD vector unit that serves activation operations. Each
memory channel controls 32 PIM banks, which offer in
aggregate 1GB memory capacity. Note that while we
choose this set of specifications for prototyping purposes,
the NeuPIMs architecture is orthogonal to these choices,
allowing varying configurations depending on the model
size and data-specific properties (e.g., sequence lengths).
LLMmodels.Weuse four variants ofGPT3, a state-of-the-art
LLM developed by OpenAI as described in Table 3. While
our experiments focus on GPT-3 model variants, NeuPIMs
can host any decoder-based generation models, offering
generality and wide applicability.
Datasets.We use two real-world LLM inferencing datasets,
ShareGPT [79] and Alpaca [76]. ShareGPT dataset is a set
of conversations scraped from the real-world user log of
ChatGPT [66]. Alpaca dataset is an instruction dataset
generated by OpenAI’s text-davinci-003 engine. The two
datasets have distributions for input and output sequences.
ShareGPT has an average input token length of 80 and an
output of 296, while Alpaca has shorter sequence lengths of
12 and 56 for input and output, respectively.
Workload. As running experiments for inference serving
scenarios with a cycle-accurate simulator is infeasible, we
develop an alternative methodology to synthesize workloads
for system-level evaluation. To define the search space for
workloads, we consider various hyperparameters, including
model types, batch sizes, and tensor/pipeline parallelism.
For each permutation of these hyperparameters, we simulate
the inference serving for a fixed amount of time, randomly
picking sequence lengths from the datasets. This way, we
can warm up the inference batch in a way that the batch is
filled with requests having various sequence lengths. We
sample 10 different batches and use them to measure the
throughputs of different hyperparameter combinations.

8.2 Results

Throughput. Figure 12 reports the throughput comparison
results between the three baselines andNeuPIMs. The GPU-
only and NPU-only baseline systems showmarginal differ-
ences since theybothexecute end-to-enddecoderblockopera-
tionswithout PIM, including bandwidth-boundmulti-head at-
tention. Simply integrating PIMwith the NPU, i.e., NPU+PIM
alreadyoffers, on average 1.5× throughput improvement com-
pared to theNPU-onlybaselinebecause thebandwidth-bound
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Figure 12. Throughput comparison results of GPU-only, NPU-only, NPU+PIM, and NeuPIMs. We use the two datasets, (a)
Alpaca and (b) ShareGPT, using the batch sizes including 64, 128, 256, 384, and 512.

Table 4.Average resource utilization of NPU/PIM compute
resource and memory bandwidth utilization.

NPU-only NPU+PIM NeuPIMS

NPU 12.3% 28.0% 64.9%
PIM - 17.0% 26.4%

Bandwidth 67.6% 27.4% 85.4%

GEMV operations in MHA are all offloaded to the PIM. How-
ever, NeuPIMs consistently surpasses the NPU+PIM base-
line, and offers additional throughput improvements over the
NPU+PIMbaseline across all themodels anddatasets, ranging
from 13% to 3×. These trends are observed consistently for
both datasets, with larger gains observed for ShareGPT, given
its longer input/output sequences, offering increased acceler-
ation opportunities for PIMs. Furthermore, as the batch size
increases from64 to 512, the throughput gains exhibit substan-
tial growth. This is because theNeuPIMs system effectively
shifts the bottleneck from bandwidth to compute towards the
NPU, thus allowingNeuPIMs to extract higher performance
from batched computation as the batch size grows. Note that
NeuPIMs achieves significant throughput improvements us-
ing the same memory capacity, which demonstrates its cost-
effectiveness, especially in a datacenter-scale inference serv-
ing scenario where larger batch sizes are advantageous.
Utilization. The main source of large throughput gain is
the improved resource utilization across the board. Table 4
compares the average utilization for three major resources
in the baselines and NeuPIMs, when using GPT3-30B, the
batch size of 256, and the ShareGPT dataset. As NPU+PIM
offloads the bandwidth-bound MHA operations to PIM, it
increases NPU utilization by 28.0%. However, NPU+PIM still
suffers from temporal blocking due to the GEMM-GEMV
dependencies in LLM inferencing.NeuPIMs overcomes this
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Figure 13.We use the GPT3-7Bmodel and ShareGPT dataset
for this experiment. DRB: Dual Row Buffers; GMLBP: Greedy
Min-LoadBinPackingalgorithm;SBI: Sub-Batch Interleaving.

limitation, achieving 64.9% and 26.4% utilization on NPU
and PIM, respectively, through the concurrent NPU+PIM
execution capability.Weobserve similar trends from the other
system configurations, which demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed technique in enabling concurrent NPU+PIM
execution byNeuPIMs.
Ablation study. Using NPU+PIM as the baseline, we
augment the proposed three techniques and observe the
performance behaviors, shown inFigure 13. For all batch sizes,
the dual row buffers offer 69.7% throughput improvement
on average, which has the largest impact on the performance
as it enables concurrent NPU+PIM execution without
significant overhead. For the channel loading balancing, our
greedy min-load bin packing algorithm also always offers
performance benefits by evenly distributing the requests
to the available channels. In contrast to the previous two
techniques, the sub-batch interleaving technique does not
always yield gains. For small batch sizes, partitioning the
batch into two may cause underutilization in a NPU systolic
array, leading to inefficiency, and the penalty from pipelining
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Figure 14. Throughput of multi-NeuPIMs system as the
parallelization schemes change. We employ four combina-
tions of tensor parallelism (TP) and pipeline parallelism (PP),
represented as (TP, PP).

Table 5.NeuPIMs power overhead.
Baseline Average Power

NPU-only HBM (non-PIM) 364.1 mW
NeuPIMs Dual row buffered PIM 634.8 mW

could outweigh the benefits. However, when the batch size
is equal to or larger than 256,NeuPIMs achieve the highest
throughput, suggesting that batched inference with a large
batch size is preferable for theNeuPIMs-based system.
Implication of parallelization schemes.As the LLM size
increases, the NeuPIMs system must scale the number of
devices to harness tensor and pipeline parallelisms. Figure 14
analyzes the implications of such parallelization schemes on
the system throughput. For the experiment, we fix the total
number of requests to 256, while the batch size per device
varies depending on the parallelization scheme. The results
highlight the preference for exploiting tensor parallelism
over the pipeline counterpart, as it maintains a large batch
size, resulting in better efficiency at the NPU. We observe
this trend consistently for all model variants, while the
overall throughput decreases since the per-device batch size
becomes small, due to low NPU utilization.
Area overhead. The main source of area overhead in
the NeuPIMs architecture is the dual row buffer. We use
CACTI 7.0 [11] with 22nm technology to measure the area
overhead by doubling the row buffer resource usage in the
tool configuration. We observe 3.11% area overhead, which
is marginal considering the significant performance boost
provided the microarchitectural addition.
Power overhead. Compared to the NPU-only counterpart,
NeuPIMs requires higher power in memory because it
operates NPU and PIM concurrently. We examine this
power implication by measuring it using Micron’s DRAM
power model [32] provided by DRAMsim3 [50]. We assume
all-bank computation command incurs 4× higher power than
read command [25]. Moreover, the “additional” row buffer
requires DRAM to consume more background power to hold
each row buffer status. We measure the total power overhead

(a) Alpaca (b) ShareGPT
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Figure 15. Speedup of NeuPIMs over TransPIM [89].

by aggregating all these factors together. Table 5 compares
the average power of NeuPIMs and NPU-only system where
NPUs are equippedwith vanilla HBMs.NeuPIMs exhibit 1.8×
higher power consumption, offering 2.4× speedup, which
can be translated into 25% energy reduction.
ComparisonwithTransPIM.TransPIM[89] is a standalone
PIM-only solution that operates the entirety of transformer
operators within PIM devices. As there is no open-source sim-
ulator for TransPIM,we develop our ownTransPIM simulator
basedonDRAMsim3[50].Wealign thememoryspecifications
of TransPIM, such as HBM timing parameters and capacity,
with those used forNeuPIMs and the NPU+PIM baseline.

Figure 15 reports the speedup of NeuPIMs over Tran-
sPIM [89]NeuPIMs shows an average 228× higher through-
put than TransPIM. The significant performance gap is at-
tributed to the effectiveness of GEMM computation executed
on the NPU in the case of NeuPIMs, as opposed to PIM in
TransPIM. That is, TransPIM specifically targets single-batch
transformermodel inference,making itunsuitable forbatched
inference. Additionally, we observe that the token-based
dataflow and ring-broadcast mechanism proposed in Tran-
sPIM are designed to target encoder block operations,making
theminefficient fordecoder-basedLLMinference.Overall,Ne-
uPIMs consistently deliver superior performance compared
to TransPIM, achieving speedups ranging from 79× to 431×.

9 Discussion

Model training.As training has fixed-length sequences for
both input and output, it entirely entails GEMMs, not requir-
ing anyGEMVs for its computations. PIM targets accelerating
bandwidth-bounded GEMV operations, delivering signifi-
cantly poorer performance forGEMMs.Therefore,while aNe-
uPIMs system can be used for training, its efficiency is limited.
Integrationwithproduction software stack.Asdescribed
in Section 4, the NeuPIMs compiler framework employs a
similar interface with the modern machine learning libraries
such as ONNX, PyTorch, and JAX. Therefore, the integration
of NeuPIMs solution with the existing production software
stack would require one to write a translator, which can
convert the ONNX-, PyTorch-, and Jax-defined model rep-
resentations into our LLM specification. With the translator
being developed, the rest of NeuPIMs systemwould remain
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the same since it is already a holistic system stack that con-
stitutes an inference serving scheduler, operator compilers
for NPU and PIM, and an inference execution runtime.

10 RelatedWork

LLM inference serving.Multiple LLM serving systems opti-
mize for their inference performance either through reducing
the memory footprint [42, 81], improving the kernel execu-
tion strategy [87], determining the partitioning techniques
for intra- and inter- operator [61, 72, 77] execution, or a combi-
nation of these [2, 8, 41, 52, 56, 62, 63, 65, 84]. In this work, we
specifically tackle the utilization of the current hardware plat-
forms which deploy these models through a compute and I/O
suitable platforms, NPUs and PIMs, to create a more efficient
system. Moreover, to ensure such a heterogeneous system
can perform well for LLM inferencing, we offer a scheduling
policy. Prior works that support kernel optimizations for bet-
ter utilization of GPUs for LLMs, cannot fullymitigate the I/O
and bandwidth bottleneck of GEMV kernels. Instead in this
work, we build a system that can benefit from existing opti-
mizations such as selective batching, KV caching, etc. to offer
better utilization across the transformer model architecture.
PIM for language model support. TransPIM [89] is a
PIM solution that accelerates the end-to-end transformer
inference using PIM. The work proposes a data loading
overhead reduction technique by customizing its dataflow for
transformer models. TransPIM is optimized for attention op-
erations of transformer encoder blocks, making it unsuitable
for LLM inference based on decoder blocks. Furthermore, it is
tailored for single-request inference, offering suboptimal per-
formance for batched inference scenarios. AttAcc [16] further
offers an accelerator (with PIM) for attention layer to reduce
the data movement for the KV matrices. Instead NeuPIMs
proposes a new system for PIM accelerator in addition to the
scheduling of operations for the end to end inference of LLMs.
There are also variety of prior works that leverage PIM

for GEMV operations [25, 40, 44, 48, 49, 68, 83] due to their
inherent potential in benefits towards bandwidth bound
applications. However, none of these works enable simul-
taneous execution of PIM and NPU operations, necessary
for the efficient execution of LLM inference.
Heterogeneous acceleration pipeline for deep learning.

There are a variety of prior works that propose a pipelined
solution for machine learning [4, 55, 69, 75], however none
of these prior works leverage PIM to alleviate the bandwidth
requirement of LLMs. Certain prior works use an accelerator
for specific models [5, 45, 54], however, they do not alleviate
the under-utilization of GEMV and GEMM operations in
transformer decoder blocks.

11 Conclusion

Large Language Model (LLM) inferencing, given its signif-
icance, demands dedicated resources that can be deployed

at scale. However, these models present a confluence of
challenges, encompassing high memory capacity, high
compute intensity, and bandwidth constraints. In this work
we propose a novel system, NeuPIMs, that integrates NPU
(a general ML accelerator) with PIM technology to mitigate
the limitations associated with different operations and their
dataflow in the transformer layers. We introduce a novel
scheduling and execution strategy for the proposed system,
that can better utilize HBMmemory, compute intensive NPU,
and the PIM accelerator for LLM inference serving. Results
indicate that the system developed in this work offers a 1.6×
throughput improvement compared to the baseline system
that naïvely integrates an NPUwith the PIM accelerator.
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